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Dave Stevens is a Consultant with the Circle & Square practice of
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Farber. Grounded in the firm’s proprietary methodology, he focuses on
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leadership coaching, corporate training, and facilitation.
LinkedIn

Profile overview
With experience ranging from psychology to project management and journalism, Dave brings a depth of knowledge to
his training. He is passionate about accessing the potential in people and teams through promoting emotional
intelligence and creativity in the workplace. His approach involves:
preparing businesses and leaders for the Imagination Economy
facilitating professional and personal behavior change through a process of self-awareness
promoting effective team and individual performance
equipping businesses with the tools for effective communication and deep listening
building narrative into written presentations
improving business writing skills

Dave has worked with leaders and teams in a variety of sectors and industries. His expertise lies in understanding and
managing the business impact of human emotion.

Of interest...
Dave is in tune with his creative side, as a novelist, song writer and guitarist. He hopes to add gardening into the
mix, but building strong, lasting relationships is at the top of his list—for both his family and his clients. Read his

Faces of Farber profile to learn more

Areas of expertise
Leadership Development Training
Team Effectiveness
Stress Management Training
Employee Engagement Training
Circle & Square – Keynotes & Webinars

Insights
Articles
Beyond the Webcam: How Can Leaders Build Meaningful Relationships?
COVID-19: Are You Hearing the Emotions of Your Organization?
Promoting Post-Traumatic Growth as the World Emerges from COVID-19
The ‘Talking Cure’
An Employee Engagement Revolution

Events
Are You Ready to Think Differently? August 11
Are You Ready to Think Differently? July 14

Education & qualifications
IFC Coaching Accreditation, Consciousness Coaching (2016)
Honours Bachelor of Arts, (Psychology), University of South Africa (2013)
Bachelor of Arts, (Psychology & English), University of South Africa (1998)

